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SPECIFICATION

IMAGE PROCESSING DEVICE FOR RECOGNIZING OUTLINE
OF MOVING TARGETAND METHOD THEREFOR

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
5 1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an image processing device for

recognizing the outline of a moving target such as human and vehicle from a

plurality of still images.

2. Disclosure of the Prior Art

10 In the past, an image processing device using a background subtraction

method or a frame subtraction method has been proposed to recognize a moving

target such as human and vehicle. In these methods, image processing is

performed to grayscale images, and outline images are used to minimize the

influence of a change in brightness such as lighting.

15 The principle of the image processing device according to the

background subtraction method is explained in brief referring to FIG. 11. In

this image processing, a background image (a) including no moving target is

previously taken, and stored. Then, a plurality of images ((3) each including the

moving target are taken in time series. Each of the obtained images is

20 converted into a binary outline image by use of a SOBEL operator, and stored.

By determining a difference between a required outline image and the

background image, a region having a predetermined amount of change

therebetween is recognized as the region corresponding to the moving target (X).

However, the step of previously preparing the background image is a

25 messy step. In addition, in a case of using an average of the images taken

within a required time period as the background image, when the moving target

is in a state of rest within the time period, a recognition error of the moving

target may occur from the subsequent image processing. This becomes a cause

of decreasing the reliability of the image processing device.

30 As another image processing device using the background subtraction

method, Japanese Patent [Early] Publication No. 6-337938 discloses an image
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processor and a distance measuring device. In this image processing, a first

image that is a background image including no moving target, a second image

including the background and a moving target with a first speed or less, and a

third image including the background and another moving target with a second

5 speed or less are used. A difference between the first and second images is

determined to obtain a first subtraction image. Similarly, a difference between

the second and third images is determined to obtain a second subtraction image.

In addition, a difference between the third image and an image provided by an

image input means is determined to obtain a third subtraction image.

10 According to the first to third subtraction images, motions of the moving targets

with different speeds can be analyzed at a video rate.

Since this image processor uses the background subtraction method, the

messy step of previously preparing the background image is still needed. In

addition, since it is difficult to precisely generate the backgrounds of the first to

15 third images, there is a fear of deteriorating the accuracy of analyzing the

motions of the moving targets with different speeds. Moreover, there is

another problem that this image processing is sensitive to a change in brightness.

On the other hand, the principle of the image processing device

according to the frame subtraction method is explained in brief referring to FIG.

20 12. In this image processing, a subtraction |(T) - (T-ATl)| between first and

second images taken at different times (T, T-ATl) is calculated, so that a region

with a predetermined amount of change therebetween is recognized as the

region corresponding to the moving target.

According to this method, the step of previously preparing the

25 background image is no longer necessary However, in the case of determining

the absolute-value subtraction, the outline of the moving target (X) may be

extracted such that two outlines partially overlap with each other, as shown in

FIG. 12. On the other hand, in the case of determining a saturated subtraction,

the problem of the absolute-value subtraction can be solved. However, when is

30 a negative value is obtained by the subtraction, it is regarded as zero. Therefore,

when an outline of the background hidden by the target appears in the image by



a movement of the target, there is a problem that the outline of the background

(Y) is accidentally extracted together with the outline of the moving target (X),

as shown in FIG. 13.

As another image processing device using the frame subtraction method,

Japanese Patent [Early] Publication No. 2000-82145 discloses an object

extraction device of recognizing the moving target from three images taken in

times series. In this image processing, a set of first, second and third images

each including the moving target are taken at different times (T-ATl, T, T+ATl).

From the frame subtractions between the first and second images and between

the second and third images, a pair of subtraction images are obtained. In each

of the subtraction images, a background region is determined, so that the

remaining region is selected as a candidate region of the moving target. Finally,

by determining an intersection of the candidate regions, the outline of the

moving target at the time (T) can be extracted.

However, when the moving target is parts of the human body such as

arms and legs, there is a case that the parts with motions at the first time are

different from them with motions at the second time, and similarly the parts with

motions at the second time are different from them with motions at the third

time. In such a case, the outline extracted by the frame subtraction between

the first and second images becomes different from the outline extracted by the

frame subtraction between the second and third images. As a result, the

oudtine obtained by determining the intersection of the candidate regions may

lose a considerable part of the outUne of the moving target to be extracted.

Thus, from the viewpoint of further improving the accuracy of

recognizing the moving target without including the background information,

there is still room for improvement in conventional image processing devices.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Therefore, a primary concern of the present invention is to provide an

image processing device, which has the capabiLtty of accurately for recognizing an

outline of a moving target without previously preparing a background image not

including the moving target.
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That is, the image processing device of the present invention comprises

an image pick-up unit, image converter, memory, first operation unit, second

operation unit, and an outline extracting unit. The image pick-up unit takes a

pluraUty of images in times series, in each of which the moving target exists.

5 The image converter converts the images into outline images. The outline

images are stored in the memory. The first operation unit performs an

operation with use of a reference outline image that is one of the outline images

corresponding to the image taken at a reference time, a first outline image that is

one of the outline images corresponding to the image taken at a first time other

10 than the reference time, and a second outline image that is one of the outline

images corresponding to the image taken at a second time other than the

reference time and the first time, to provide a processed outline image having

only outlines with any positional change that occurs between the reference time,

the first time and the second time. The second operation unit performs an

15 operation with use of the reference outline image, and a third outline image that

is one of the outline images corresponding to the image taken at a third time

other than the reference time, the first time and the second time, to provide a

processed outline image having only outlines with any positional change that

occurs between the reference time and the third time. The outline extracting

20 unit extracts the outline of the moving target from the processed outline images

provided from the first operation unit and the second operation unit.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the second

operation unit performs the operation with use of the reference outline image,

the third outline image, and a fourth outline image that is one of the outline

25 images corresponding to the image taken at a fourth time other than the

reference time, the first time, the second time and the third time, to provide the

processed outline image having only outlines with any positional change that

occurs between the reference time, the third time and the fourth time.

In a further preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first

30 operation unit performs the operation with use of the reference outline image

that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at the center of both
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of first and second time periods as the reference time, the first outline image that

is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at a start time of the first

time period as the first time, and the second outline image that is the outline

image corresponding to the image taken at a finish time of the first time period

5 as the second time. On the other hand, the second operation unit performs the

operation with use of the reference outline image, the third outline image that is

the outline image corresponding to the image taken at a start time of the second

time period as the third time, and the fourth outline image that is one of the

outline images corresponding to the image taken at a finish time of the second

10 time period as the fourth time.

In another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first

operation unit performs the operation with use of the reference outline image

that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at the center of a first

time period as well as an end of a second time period as the reference time, the

15 first outline image that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at

a start time of the first time period as the first time, and the second outline

image that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at a finish time

of the first time period as the second time. On the other hand, the second

operation unit performs the operation with use of the reference outline image,

20 and the third outline image that is the outline image corresponding to the image

taken at the other end of the second time period as the third time.

In addition, it is preferred that the outHne extracting unit performs a

minimum operation between the processed outUne images provided from the

first operation unit and the second operation unit.

25 In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first operation

unit performs a minimum operation between the first outline image and the

second outline image, and then determines a difference between the reference

outline image and a result of the minimum operation, to provide the processed

oudine image. On the other hand, the second operation unit performs a

30 minimum operation between the third and the fourth outline images, and then

determines a difference between the reference outline image and a result of the
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minimum operation, to provide the processed outline image.

In a further preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first

operation unit performs a minimum operation between the first outline image

and the second outline image, and then determines a difference between the

5 reference outline image and a resuh of the minimum operation, to provide the

processed outline image. On the other hand, the second operation unit

performs a minimum operation between the third and the fourth outline images,

and then determines a difference between the reference outline image and a

result of the minimum operation, to provide the processed outline image.

10 In another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first

operation unit performs a minimum operation between the first outline image

and the second outline image, and then determines a difference between the

reference outline image and a result of the minimum operation, to provide the

processed outiine image. On the other hand, the second operation unit

15 determines a difference between the reference outiine image and the third

outline image to provide the processed outline image.

In still another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first

operation unit performs the operation with use of the reference outline image

that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken a finish end of a first

20 time period as well as a start end of a second time period as the reference time,

the first outline image that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken

at the first time within the first time period, and the second outline image that is

the outline image corresponding to the image taken at a start end of the first

time period as the second time. On the other hand, the second operation unit

25 performs the operation with use of the reference outline image, the third outline

image that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at the third

time within the second time period, and the fourth outline image that is the

outline image corresponding to the image taken at a finish end of the second

time period as the fourth time. In this case, it is particularly preferred that a

30 time interval between the first time and the reference time is equal to the time

interval between the third time and the reference time, and a time interval
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between the second time and the reference time is equal to the time interval

between the fourth time and the reference time.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first operation

unit performs the operation with use of the reference outline image that is the

5 outline image corresponding to the image taken at a finish end of a first time

period as well as a start end of a second time period as the reference time, the

first outline image that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at

the first time within the first time period, and the second outline image that is

the outline image corresponding to the image taken at a start end of the first

10 time period as the second time. On the other hand, the second operation unit

performs the operation with use of the reference outline image, and the third

outline image that is the outline image corresponding to the image taken at a

finish end of the second time period as the third time. In this case, it is

particularly preferred that a time interval between the first time and the

15 reference time is equal to the time interval between the third time and the

reference time.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first operation

unit performs a minimum operation between the first outline image and the

second outline image, and then determines a difference between the reference

20 outline image and a result of the minimum operation, to provide the processed

outline image. On the other hand, the second operation unit performs a

minimum operation between the third and the fourth outline images, and then

determines a difference between the reference outline image and a result of the

minimum operation, to provide the processed outline image.

25 In a further preferred embodiment of the present invention the first

operation unit performs a minimum operation between the first outline image

and the second outline image, and then determines a difference between the

reference outline image and a result of the minimum operation, to provide the

processed outline image. On the other hand, the second operation unit

30 determines a difference between the reference outline image and the third

outline image to provide the processed outline image.
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Another concern of the present invention is to provide an image

processing method of recognizing an outline of a moving target, which has the

capability of achieving the same advantages as the image processing device

described above.

5 That is, in the image processing method of the present invention, a

plurality of images, in each of which the moving target exists, are taken in times

series, and then converted into outline images. The outline images are stored in

a memory. Next, a first operation is performed with use of a reference outline

image that is one of the outline images corresponding to the image taken at a

10 reference time, a first outline image that is one of the outline images

corresponding to the image taken at a first time other than the reference time,

and a second outline image that is one of the outline images corresponding to

the image taken at a second time other than the reference time and the first time,

to provide a processed outline image having only outlines with any positional

15 change that occurs among the reference time, the first time and the second time.

In addition, a second operation is performed with use of the reference outline

image, and a third outline image that is one of the outline images corresponding

to the image taken at a third time other than the reference time, the first time

and the second time, to provide a processed outline image having only outlines

20 with any positional change that occurs between the reference time and the third

time. Finally, the outline of the moving target is extracted from the processed

outline images obtained by the first and second operations.

These and still other objects and advantages of the present invention will

become more apparent from the preferred embodiments of the invention

25 explained in details below, referring to the attached drawings.

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an image processing device according to a first

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to the first

30 embodiment;

FIGS. 3A and 3B are diagrams showing an effect of a noise reduction unit;
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FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to a second

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to a third

embodiment of the present invention;

5 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to a fourth

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to a fifth

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to a sixth

10 embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to a seventh

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram of an image processing method according to a eighth

embodiment of the present invention;

15 FIG. 1 1 is a flow diagram of a conventional image processing method;

FIG. 12 is a flow diagram of another conventional image processing method; and

FIG. 13 is a flow diagram of still another conventional image processing method.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION
Image processing device and method of the present invention are

20 explained in detail according to preferred embodiments.

<FIRST EMBODIMENT>
As shown in FIG. 1, the image processing device of the present

embodiment has the capability of recognizing the outline of a moving target from

five stiU images taken in times series without using a background image not

25 including the moving target. That is, this device is composed of an image pick-

up unit I for taking a plurality of images in times series, image input unit 2, in

which the images taken by the image pick-up unit 1 is input, an image converter

3 for converting the images of the image input unit 2 into outline images, a

memory 4 for storing the outline images, first and second operation units (5A,

30 5B), and an outline extracting unit 6 for extracting the outline of the moving

target from outputs of the first and second operation units.
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The first operation unit 5A performs an operation with use of a

reference outline image E(T) that is an outline image corresponding to the image

taken at a reference time (T), an outline image E(T-AT2) corresponding to the

image taken at the time (T-AT2), and an outline image E(T+AT2)

5 corresponding to the image taken at the time (T+AT2), to provide a processed

outline image including only outlines with any positional change that occurs

between the times (T.AT2), (T) and (T+AT2).

On the other hand, the second operation unit 5B performs an operation

with use of the reference outline image E(T), an outline image E(T-ATl)

10 corresponding to the image taken at the time (T-ATl), and an outline image

E(T+AT1) corresponding to the image taken at the time (T+ATl), to provide a

processed outline image including only outlines with any positional change that

occurs between the times (T-ATl), (T) and (T+ATl). The outline extracting

unit 6 extracts only the outHne of the moving target by synthesizing the outUnes

15 of those processed outline images.

Referring to the flow diagram of FIG. 2, the image processing method of

the present embodiment is explained. For example, the image converter 3

converts an image I(T) taken at the reference time (T) by the image pick-up unit

1 into a corresponding outline image E(T) by use of a differential filter such as

20 SOBEL operator (step Si). The obtained outline image is digitized according

to a required threshold value, and then stored as a binary outline image E(T)

corresponding to the image I(T) in the memory 4 (step S2), Similarly binary

oudine images E(T-AT2) and E(T+AT2) respectively corresponding to the

images I(T-AT2) and I(T+AT2), and binary outline images E(T-ATl) and

25 E(T+AT1) respectively corresponding to the images I(T-ATl) and I(T+ATl)

are stored in the memory 4.

In the first operation unit 5A, a logical multiplication of the outline

images E(T-AT2) and E(T+AT2) is calculated (step S31). The outUne image

(A) of FIG. 2 obtained by this logical multiplication includes only the oudines

30 with no change between the times (T-AT2) and (T+AT2). Next, the outline

image (A) is grayscale inverted to obtain an inverted outline image. In the
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outline image (A), it is interpreted that the black line showing the presence of

the outline (Y) means "1", and the white region showing the absence of the

outline means "0". Therefore, in the inverted outline image, the presence of the

oudine (Y) is shown by white, and the absence of the outline is shown by black.

Then, a logical multipUcation of the reference outline image E(T) and the

inverted outline image is calculated (step S32) to obtain a processed outline

image (C) of FIG. 2. In short, only regions shown by black in the reference

outline image E(T) and by white in the outline image (A) can be extracted by

this logical multiplication. In this embodiment, the processed outline image

(C) includes only the outUne of the moving target (X) at the reference time (T),

the oudine of the background (Y) hidden by the moving target (X) at the time

(TAT2) and appeared at the reference time (T), and the outline of the

background (Y) appeared at the reference time (T) and hidden by the moving

target (X) at the time (T+ AT2).

On the other hand, in the second operation unit 5B, a logical

multiplication of the outline images E(T-ATl) and E(T+AT1) is calculated (step

S41). The outline image (B) of FIG. 2 obtained by this logical multiplication

includes only the outlines with no change between the times (T-ATl) and

(T+ATl). As in the case of the outline image (A), the outline image (B) is

grayscale inverted to obtain an inverted outline image, and then a logical

multiplication of the reference outline image E(T) and the inverted outHne

image is calculated (step S42) to obtain a processed outline image (D) of FIG. 2.

In this embodiment, the processed outline image (D) includes only the outline of

the moving target (X) at the reference time (T), the outline of the background

(Y) hidden by the moving target (X) at the time (T-ATl) and appeared at the

reference time (T), and the outline of the background (Y) appeared at the

reference time (T) and hidden by the moving target (X) at the time (T+ATl).

The outline extracting unit 6 calculates a logical multiplication of the

outline image (C) that is an output of the first operation unit 5A and the outline

image (D) that is an output of the second operation unit 5B (step S5) to output

an outline synthesized image (F) including only the outline of the moving target
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without substantially including the outline of the background.

Thus, since the outline images (C) and (D) are obtained by removing

each of the outline images (A) and (B) from the reference outline image E(T),

the outline of the moving target in the reference outline image is left in both of

the outline images (C) and (D). In addition, since the outline of the

background (Y) left in the outline image (C) are different in position from the

outline of the background (Y) left in the outline image (D), they are eliminated

by the logical multiplication performed at the step S5. Therefore, the image

processing device of the present embodiment can extract only the outline of the

moving target.

The image processing device described above may comprise a noise

reduction unit 7 for reducing noise from the outline synthesized image (F)

provided by the outline extracting unit 6. For example, there is a case that the

image (F) contains noise, as shown in FIG. 3A. Since the outline images stored

in the memory 4 are binary images, the outline having an intensity in the vicinity

of the threshold value is unstable with respect to time. In other words, whether

the intensity of the outline is larger than the threshold value fluctuates with time.

The noise included in the outline synthesized image (F) is caused by this

influence.

As an example, a filter of 3 x 3 pixels can be used for the noise reduction

unit 7. By scanning this filter on the image (F), whether a region of the image

corresponding to the center pixel and the surrounding eight pixels of the filter

contains the outline component is checked. When the region contains the

outHne component, the number of pixels containing the outline component is

counted. When the counted number is larger than a threshold value, it is

regarded that the outline exists on the scanning point. As a result, a noise

reduced image is obtained, as shown in FIG. 3B.

By the way, when the moving target has an intermittent motion, it is

difficult to accurately extract the outline of the moving target by the

conventional image processing device using the frame subtraction method.

However, according to the image processing device of the present embodiment.
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it is possible to extract the outline of the moving target with improved accuracy,

regardless of whether the moving target has an intermittent motion or a

continuous motion.

<SECOND EMBODIMENT>
5 An image processing device of the second embodiment of the present

invention is substantially the same as the device of the first embodiment except

for the following features. Therefore, no duplicate explanation is deemed to be

necessary.

That is, in this embodiment, the outline image obtained through the

10 differential filter is not digitized. Due to the absence of digitalization, the first

operation unit 5A performs a minimum operation in place of calculating the

logical multiplication, as shown in FIG. 4. The minimum operation is defined

as a treatment of preparing a processed image by use of a smaller pixel value of

corresponding two pixels between two outline images. For example, in the first

15 operation unit 5A, the minimum operation is performed by comparing a

grayscale value of the outline image E(T-AT2) with the corresponding grayscale

value of the outline image E(T+AT2), to output a smaller grayscale value

thereof (step S31). As a result, the outUne image (A) of FIG. 4 is obtained.

Similarly, in the second operation unit 5B, the minimum operation is performed

20 by comparing the grayscale value of the outline image E(T-ATl) with the

corresponding grayscale value of the outline image E(T+ATl), to output a

smaller grayscale value thereof (step 841). As a result, the outline image (B) of

FIG. 4 is obtained.

In the step 832, the first operation unit 5A outputs a difference of

25 grayscale value between the reference outline image E(T) and the image (A)

obtained by the step 831. As a result, the outline image (C) of FIG. 4 is

obtained. On the other hand, in the step 842, the second operation unit 5B

outputs a difference of grayscale value between the reference outline image E(T)

and the outline image (B) obtained by the step 841. As a result, the outline

30 image (D) of FIG. 4 is obtained. When the difference is a negative value, it is

regarded as zero. Next, the outline extraction unit 6 performs a minimum
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operation by comparing the grayscale value of the outline image (C) with the

corresponding grayscale value of the outline image (D) to output the outline

having a smaller grayscale value thereof as an outHne synthesized image (F).

Thus, the outUnes of the background (Y) included in the outline images (C) and

5 (D) are eliminated by the minimum operation performed at the step S5. As a

result, the image processing device of the present embodiment can extract only

the outline of the moving target (X).

<THIRD EMBODIMENT>
An image processing device of the third embodiment of the present

10 invention is substantially the same as the device of the first embodiment except

for the following features. Therefore, no duplicate explanation is deemed to be

necessary.

A first operation unit 5A of the present embodiment performs an

operation with use of a reference outline image E(T) that is an outline image

15 corresponding to the image taken at a reference time (T), and an outline image

E(T-AT2) corresponding to the image taken at the time (T-AT2), to provide a

processed outline image having only the outlines with any positional change that

occurs between the times (T-AT2) and (T).

On the other hand, a second operation unit 5B of the present

20 embodiment performs an operation with use of the reference outHne image E(T),

an outline image E(T-ATl) corresponding to the image taken at the time (T-

ATl), and an outline image E(T+ATl) corresponding to the image taken at the

time (T+ATl), to provide a processed outline image having only the outlines

with any positional change that occurs between the times (T-ATl), (T) and

25 (T+ATl). The outline extracting unit 6 extracts only the outline of the moving

target by synthesizing the outlines of these processed outline images.

Referring to the flow diagram of FIG. 5, the image processing method of

the present embodiment is explained. As in the case of the first embodiment,

the reference outline image E(T) and the outline images E(T-AT2), E(T-ATl)

30 and E(T+AT1) respectively corresponding to the images I(T), I(T-AT2), I(T-

ATl) and I(T+AT1) are stored in the memory 4.
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In the first operation unit 5A of this embodiment, the outline image

E(T-AT2) is grayscale inverted to obtain an inverted outline image. In the

outUne image E(T-AT2), it is interpreted that the black Une showing the presence

of the outline means "1", and the white region showing the absence of the outline

5 means "0". Therefore, in the inverted outline image, the presence of the outline

is shown by white, and the absence of the oudine is shown by black. Then, a

logical multiplication of the reference outline image E(T) and the inverted

outline image is calculated (step S3) to obtain a processed outline image (A) of

FIG. 5. In short, only regions shown by black in the reference outline image

10 E(T) and by white in the outline image E(T-AT2) can be extracted by this logical

multiplication. In this embodiment, the processed outline image (A) includes

the outline of the moving target (X) at the reference time (T) and the outline of

the background (Y) hidden by the moving target (X) at the time (T-AT2) and

appeared at the reference time (T).

15 On the other hand, in the second operation unit 5B of this embodiment,

a logical multiplication of the outline images E(T-ATl) and E(T+AT1) is

calculated (step S41). The outline image (B) of FIG. 5 obtained by this logical

multiplication includes only the outlines with no change between the times (T-

ATl) and (T+ATl). As in the case of the outline image E(T-AT2), the outline

20 image (B) is grayscale inverted to obtain an inverted outline image, and then a

logical multiplication of the reference outline image E(T) and the inverted

outline image is calculated (step S42) to obtain a processed outline image (C) of

FIG. 5. In this embodiment, the processed outline image (C) includes the

outline of the moving target (X) at the reference time (T), the outline of the

25 background (Y) hidden by the moving target (X) at the time (T-ATl) and

appeared at the reference time (T), and the outline of the background (Y)

appeared at the reference time (T) and hidden by the moving target (X) at the

time (T+ATl).

Next, an outline extracting unit 6 calculates a logical multiplication of

30 the oudine image (A) that is an output of the first operation unit 5A and the

outline image (C) that is an output of the second operation unit 5B (step S5) to
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output an outline synthesized image (F) including only the outline of the moving

target without substantially including the outline of the background.

<FOURTH EMBODIMENT>
An image processing device of the fourth embodiment of the present

5 invention is substantially the same as the device of the third embodiment except

for the following features. Therefore, no duplicate explanation is deemed to be

necessary.

That is, in this embodiment, the outline image obtained through the

differential filter is not digitized. In addition, as shown in FIG. 6, a first

10 operation unit 5A outputs a difference of grayscale value between the reference

outUne image E(T) and the outline image E(T-AT2) (step S3). As a result, the

outline image (A) of FIG. 6 is obtained.

On the other hand, a second operation unit 5B performs a minimum

operation in place of calculating the logical multiplication. The minimum

15 operation is defined as a treatment of preparing a processed image by use of a

smaller pixel value of corresponding two pixels between two outline images.

For example, in the second operation unit 5B, the minimum operation is

performed by comparing a grayscale value of the outline image E(T-ATl) with

the corresponding grayscale value of the outline image E(T+ATl), to output a

20 smaller grayscale value thereof (step S41). As a result, the outline image (B) of

FIG. 6 is obtained. Next, in the step S42, the second operation unit 5B
outputs a difference of grayscale value between the reference outline image E(T)

and the outline image (B) obtained by the step S41. When the difference is a

negative value, it is regarded as zero. As a result, the outHne image (C) of FIG.

25 4 is obtained.

In the outline extraction unit 6, a minimum operation is performed (step

S5) by comparing the grayscale value of the outhne image (A) with the

corresponding grayscale value of the outline image (C) to output the outline

having a smaller grayscale value thereof as the outline synthesized image (F).

30 Thus, the outlines of the background (Y) in the outline images (A) and (C) are

eliminated by the minimum operation performed at the step S5. As a result.
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the image processing device of the present embodiment can extract only the

outline of the moving target.

<FIFTH EMBODIMENT>
An image processing device of the fifth embodiment of the present

5 invention is substantially the same as the device of the first embodiment except

for the following features. Therefore, no duplicate explanation is deemed to be

necessary.

A first operation unit 5A of the present embodiment performs an

operation with use of a reference outline image E(T) that is an outline image

10 corresponding to the image taken at a reference time (T), an outline image E(T-

AT2) corresponding to the image taken at the time (T-AT2), and an outline

image E(T-ATl) corresponding to the image taken at the time (T-ATl), to

provide a processed outline image having only the outlines with any positional

change that occurs between the times (T-AT2), (T-ATl) and (T).

15 On the other hand, a second operation unit 5B of the present

embodiment performs an operation with use of the reference outline image E(T),

an outline image E(T+AT1) corresponding to the image taken at the time

(T+ATl), and an oudine image E(T+AT2) corresponding to the image taken at

the time (T+ AT2), to provide a processed oudine image having only the outUnes

20 with any positional change that occurs between the times (T), (T+ATl) and

(T+AT2). The outline extracting unit 6 extracts only the outline of the moving

target by synthesizing the outlines of these processed outline images.

Referring to the flow diagram of FIG. 7, the image processing method of

the present embodiment is explained. As in the case of the first embodiment,

25 the reference outline image E(T) and the outline images E(T-AT2), E(TATl),

E(T+ATl) and E(T+AT2) respectively corresponding to the images I(T), I(T-

AT2), I(T-ATl), I(T+ATI) and I(T+AT2) are stored in the memory 4.

In the first operation unit 5A of this embodiment, a logical

multiplication of the outline image E(T-AT2) and the outline image E(T-ATl) is

30 calculated (step S31). The outline image (A) of FIG. 7 obtained by this logical

multiplication includes only the outlines with no change between the times (T-
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AT2) and (T-ATl). Next, the outline image (A) is grayscale inverted to obtain

an inverted outline image. In the outline image (A), it is interpreted that the

black line showing the presence of the outline (Y) means "1", and the white

region showing the absence of the outline means "0". Therefore, in the inverted

5 outline image, the presence of the outline (Y) is shown by white, and the absence

of the outline is shown by black. Then, a logical multiplication of the reference

outline image E(T) and the inverted outline image is calculated (step S32) to

obtain a processed outline image (B) of FIG. 7. In short, only regions shown by

black in the reference outline image E(T) and by white in the outline image (A)

10 can be extracted by this logical multiplication. In this embodiment, the

processed outline image (B) includes the outline of the moving target (X) at the

reference time (T) and the outlines of the background (Y) hidden by the moving

target (X) at the times (T-AT2) and (T-ATl) and appeared at the reference time

(T).

15 On the other hand, in the second operation unit 5B of this embodiment,

a logical multiplication of the outline image E(T+ATl) and the outline image

E(T+AT2) is calculated (step S41). The oudine image (C) of FIG. 7 obtained

by this logical multiplication includes only the outlines with no change between

the times (T+ATl) and (T+AT2). As in the case of the outline image (A), the

20 outline image (C) is grayscale inverted to obtain an inverted outline image, and

then a logical multiplication of the reference outline image E(T) and the inverted

outline image is calculated (step S42) to obtain a processed outline image (D) of

FIG. 7. In this embodiment, the processed oudine image (D) includes the

outline of the moving target (X) at the reference time (T), the outlines of the

25 background (Y) appeared at the reference time (T) and hidden by the moving

target (X) at die times (T+ATl) and (T+AT2).

Next, an outline extracting unit 6 calcxilates a logical multiplication of

the outline image (B) that is an output of the first operation unit 5A and the

outline image (D) that is an output of the second operation unit 5B (step S5) to

30 output an oudine synthesized image (F) showing only the outline of the moving

target without substantially including the outline of the background.
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<SIXTH EMBODIMENT>
An image processing device of the sixth embodiment of the present

invention is substantially the same as the device of the fifth embodiment except

for the following features. Therefore, no duplicate explanation is deemed to be

necessary.

That is, in this embodiment, the outline image obtained through the

differential filter is not digitized. In addition, as shown in FIG. 8, the first

operation unit 5A performs a minimum operation in place of calculating the

logical multipUcation. The minimum operation is defined as a treatment of

preparing a processed image by use of a smaller pixel value of corresponding two

pixels between two outline images. For example, in a first operation unit 5A, a

minimum operation is performed (step S31) by comparing a grayscale value of

the outline image E(TAT2) with the corresponding grayscale value of the outHne

image E(T-ATl), to output a smaller grayscale value thereof. As a result, the

outHne image (A) of FIG. 8 is obtained. Similarly, in a second operation unit

5B, another minimum operation is performed (step S41) by comparing a

grayscale value of the outline image E(T+AT1) with the corresponding grayscale

value of the outline image E(T+AT2), to output a smaller grayscale value

thereof. As a result, the outUne image (B) of FIG. 8 is obtained.

In addition, in the step S32, the first operation unit 5A outputs a

difference of grayscale value between the reference outline image E(T) and the

outline image (A) obtained by the step S31. When the difference is a negative

value, it is regarded as zero. As a result, the outHne image (C) of FIG. 8 is

obtained. On the other hand, in the step S42, the second operation unit 5B

outputs a difference of grayscale value between the reference outHne image E(T)

and the outHne image (B) obtained by the step 841. When the difference is a

negative value, it is regarded as zero. As a result, the outHne image (D) of FIG.

8 is obtained.

Next, an outHne extraction unit 6 performs a minimum operation (step

S5) by comparing a grayscale value of the outHne image (C) with the

corresponding grayscale value of the outHne image (D) to output the outHne
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having a smaller grayscale value thereof as the outline synthesized image (F).

Thus, since the outlines of the background (Y) included in the oudine images

(C) and (D) are eliminated by the minimum operation performed at the step S5,

the image processing device of the present embodiment can extract only the

5 outline of the moving target.

<SEVENTH EMBODIMENT>
An image processing device of the seventh embodiment of the present

invention is substantially the same as the device of the first embodiment except

for the following features. Therefore, no duplicate explanation is deemed to be

10 necessary.

A first operation unit 5A of the present embodiment performs an

operation with use of a reference outline image E(T) that is an outline image

corresponding to the image taken at a reference time (T), an outline image E(T-

AT2) corresponding to the image taken at the time (T-AT2), and an outline

15 image E(T-ATl) corresponding to the image taken at the time (T-ATl), to

provide a processed outline image including only the outlines with any positional

change that occurs between the times (T-AT2), (T-ATl) and (T).

On the other hand, a second operation unit 5B of the present

embodiment performs an operation with use of the reference outline image E(T),

20 and an outline image E(T+AT1) corresponding to the image taken at the time

(T+ATl), to provide a processed outline image including only the outlines with

any positional change that occurs between the times (T) and (T-fATl). The

outline extracting unit 6 extracts only the outline of the moving target by

synthesizing the outUnes of these processed outline images.

25 Referring to the flow diagram of FIG. 9, the image processing method of

the present embodiment is explained. As in the case of the first embodiment,

the reference outline image E(T), and the outline images E(T-AT2), E(T-ATl)

and E(T+ATl) respectively corresponding to the images I(T), I(T-AT2), I(T-

ATl) and I(T+ ATI) are stored in the memory 4.

30 In the first operation unit 5A of this embodiment, a logical

multiplication of the outline image E(T-AT2) and the outline image E(T-ATl) is
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calculated (step S31). The outline image (A) of FIG. 9 obtained by this logical

multiplication includes only the outlines with no change between the times (T-

AT2) and (T-ATl). Next, the outline image (A) is grayscale inverted to obtain

an inverted outline image. In the outline image (A), it is interpreted that the

5 black line showing the presence of the outline (Y) means "1", and the white

region showing the absence of the outline means "0". Therefore, in the inverted

outline image, the presence of the outline (Y) is shown by white, and the absence

of the outUne is shown by black. Then, a logical multiplication of the reference

oudine image E(T) and the inverted outline image is calculated (step S32) to

10 obtain a processed outline image (B) of FIG. 9. In short, only regions shown by

black in the reference outHne image E(T) and by white in the outline image (A)

can be extracted by this logical multiplication. In this embodiment, the

processed outline image (B) includes the outline of the moving target (X) at the

reference time (T) and the outKnes of the background (Y) hidden by the moving

15 target (X) at the times (T-AT2) and (T-ATl) and appeared at the reference time

(T).

On the other hand, in the second operation unit 5B of this embodiment,

As in the case of the outline image (A), the outline image E(T+ ATI) is grayscale

inverted to obtain an inverted outline image, and then a logical multiplication of

20 the reference outline image E(T) and the inverted outline image is calculated

(step S4) to obtain a processed outline image (C) of FIG. 9. In this

embodiment, the processed outline image (C) includes the outline of the moving

target (X) at the reference time (T), and the outlines of the background (Y)

appeared at the reference time (T) and hidden by the moving target (X) at the

25 time (T+ ATI).

Next, an outline extracting unit 6 calculates a logical multiplication of

the outline image (B) that is an output of the first operation unit 5A and the

outline image (C) that is an output of the second operation unit 5B (step S5) to

output an outline synthesized image (F) including only the outline of the moving

30 target without substantially including the outline of the background.

<EIGTH EMBODIMENT>
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An image processing device of the eighth embodiment of the present

invention is substantially the same as the device of the seventh embodiment

except for the following features. Therefore, no duplicate explanation is

deemed to be necessary.

5 That is, in this embodiment, the outline image obtained through the

differential filter is not digitized. In addition, as shoAvn in FIG. 10, a first

operation unit 5A performs a minimum operation in place of calculating the

logical multiplication. The minimum operation is defined as a treatment of

preparing a processed image by use of a smaller pixel value of corresponding two

10 pixels between two outline images. For example, in the first operation unit 5A,

a minimum operation is performed (step S31) by comparing a grayscale value of

the outline image E(T-AT2) with the corresponding grayscale value of the outline

image E(T-ATl), to output a smaller grayscale value thereof. As a result, the

outline image (A) of FIG. 10 is obtained. Next, in the step S32, the first

15 operation unit 5A outputs a difference of grayscale value between the reference

outline image E(T) and the outline image (A) obtained by the step S31. When

the difference is a negative value, it is regarded as zero. As a result, the outHne

image (B) of FIG. 10 is obtained.

On the other hand, in the step S4, the second operation unit 5B outputs

20 a difference of grayscale value between the reference outUne image E(T) and the

outline image E(T+ATl). When the difference is a negative value, it is

regarded as zero. As a result, the outline image (C) of FIG. 10 is obtained.

Next, an oudine extraction unit 6 performs a minimum operation (step

S5) by comparing the grayscale value of the outline image (B) with the

25 corresponding grayscale value of the outline image (C) to output the outline

having a smaller grayscale value thereof as the outUne synthesized image (F).

Thus, since the outlines of the background (Y) included in the outline images

(B) and (C) are eliminated by the minimum operation performed at the step S5,

the image processing device of the present embodiment can extract only the

30 outline of the moving target.
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As understood from the preferred embodiments described above,

according to the present invention, it is not necessary to previously take a

background image including no moving target, which is essential in an image

processing using the background subtraction method. In addition, it is possible

to avoid a problem of the frame subtraction method that the outline of the

moving target may be extracted together with the background information.

Therefore, the image processing device and method of the present invention can

provide more reliable information with regard to the recognition of the moving

target such as human and vehicle, as compared with conventional image

processing devices, regardless of whether the moving target has an intermittent

motion or a continuous motion.


